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Lifestyle Activism

Form of activism that expresses beliefs through lifestyle choices.  

Portwood-Stacer 2013, p. 4-7
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Eco-activism

Activism revolving the 

environment and nature. 
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Lifestyle Activism

Form of activism that 
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Lifestyle  
Eco-Activism

Lifestyle activism with pro-environmental beliefs



Focusing on  
Daily recycling habits



Supporting Community Activism 

Through Technology



“How can technology be used to support the recycling 
habits of Lifestyle Eco-Activists in an effort to increase 

their contributions to Environmental Activism within the 
community?”
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My convenience comes first 
when I am recycling.

I want to recycle the 
correct items.

I want to feel positive 
when I recycle.
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My convenience comes first 
when I am recycling.

CONVENIENT 
RECYCLING 

It can be rather inconvenient to recycle sometimes.

I want to recycle the 
correct items.

RECYCLING 
RIGHT

I want to feel positive 
when I recycle. RECYCLING 

REWARDS
There are not enough incentives or social involvement for recycling.

I rather not recycle if I am unsure about the item’s recyclability.



Identification Features

Product identifies recyclables from daily trash items in 
order for users to separate and recycle them with ease.



order for users to separate and recycle them with ease.

Profiling and Connectivity

All items recycled should be automatically tracked and recorded to users’ profile.  
Product should encourage social involvement among like-minded users. 



Product should encourage social involvement among like-minded users. 

Rewards System

Product should also reward users for the items they recycle in 
order to motivate them to recycle more in their daily lives. 



Identification Features

Profiling and Connectivity

Rewards System
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CONCEPT 1  RECYCLING BIN SCANNER



CONCEPT 2  WEARABLE SCANNER



CONCEPT 3  SMARTPHONE SCANNER



THE  
PRODUCT SOLUTION
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Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lduuWWd5JWs


SPOT



4 C
M

10 CM





3M Mounting Strip



Batteries



WPS/Mobile Connectivity



PLA  
Plastic Polyactic





Main technology that drives our design: 

- “SCiO”, a molecular sensory device capable of scanning and detecting the chemical make-up of objects 

- Different from barcode scanners and object recognition technology, which are unable to provide precise 
measurements and details of a recyclable item 

- “SCiO” is able to determine the condition of the item that is unique to the moment it was scanned.

A molecular sensory device capable 
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chemical make-up of objects.
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Main technology that drives our design: 

- “SCiO”, a molecular sensory device capable of scanning and detecting the chemical make-up of objects 

- Different from barcode scanners and object recognition technology, which are unable to provide precise 
measurements and details of a recyclable item 

- “SCiO” is able to determine the condition of the item that is unique to the moment it was scanned.

“SCiO” is able to determine the 
condition of the item that is unique 
to the moment it was scanned.











Recycling Progress

Overall tracking of recycling  
habits by date.



Immediate Notification

Receive notifications when you 
successfully recycle an item.



Item Profiling

Tracking each type of recycled 
item by date.



Rewards System

Redeem rewards using eco-
points accumulated over time.



Environmental Impact

Profile page with impact scoring to 
encourage friendly competition 
with family and friends.



Recommended Articles

Profile page with recommended 
articles based on recycling habits.



Achievements Table

Profile page with achievement 
badges for unlocking.



Seamlessly Convenient

Easy to install and quickly integrated into users’ recycling habits at home, the 
product makes trash separation a breeze with a quick scan of any item.



Definitive Accuracy

Users will never have to worry about recycling the wrong items; with each 
scan, the product affirms their recycling habits with confidence and accuracy.



Rewarding Connectivity

From social acknowledgement to retail gains, users are constantly rewarded for 
their efforts through prolonged usage; the more they recycle using the product, 

the greater their rewards will be. 
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